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Abstract
In this paper to study collaboration on cloud calendar like AOL 
Calendar, Google Calendar, E-studio Calendar, and ZOHO 
Calendar particularly, A panoramic view of AOL Calendar 
each icon and each tab of operational style and process and its 
assessment.
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I. Introduction

A. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing[1] is a model for enable ubiquitous, convenient, 
on demand system access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, application, 
and armed forces) that can be quickly provisioned and released 
with minimal managing effort or service provider dealings. This 
cloud model is composed of five critical characteristics, three 
service models, and four consumption models.

1. Essential Characteristics 
On-demand self-service. A end user [1] can unilaterally provision 
computing capability, such as server time and system storage, as 
needed mechanically without requiring creature interaction with 
each service contributor. 

2. Broad Network Access
Capability are [1] available over the arrangement and access 
through standard mechanism that promote use by mixed thin or 
thick client platform (e.g., mobile phone, tablets, laptops, and 
workstations). 

3. Resource Pooling
The provider’s computing resources are mutual to provide various 
customers using a multitenant model, with diverse physical and 
practical resources with passion assign and reassigned according 
to consumer require. There is a sense of location independence 
in that the customer generally has no control or information over 
the exact location of the provided resources but may be able to 
specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, 
or data canter). Examples of earnings include storage, giving out, 
memory, and network bandwidth.

4. Rapid Elasticity
capability can be elastically [1] provisioned and at large, in 
some cases automatically, to scale quickly outward and inward 
equal with demand. To the consumer, the capability available for 
provisioning often appear to be infinite and can be appropriated 
in any amount at any time. 

5. Measured Service
Cloud systems mechanically control and optimize resource use 
by leveraging a metering ability at some level of abstraction 
appropriate to the type of facility (e.g., storage, processing, 

bandwidth, and active user balance sheet). Resource usage can 
be monitor, controlled, and reported, providing simplicity for both 
the provider and consumer of the utilized facility. 

B. Service Models

1. Software as a Service (SaaS)
The [1] capability provided to the customer is to use the provider’s 
applications administration on a cloud infrastructure. The 
applications are available from various client devices through 
either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-
based message), or a program line. The consumer does not 
manage or control the underlying cloud communications including 
network, servers, in force systems, storage, or even individual 
request capability, with the possible exemption of limited user 
specific application structure setting.

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The ability provided to the customer is to position onto the cloud 
infrastructure customer created [1]or acquired applications created 
using programming language, libraries, services, and tools support 
by the provider. The customer does not direct or control the original 
cloud communications including system, servers, operating 
systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed application 
and maybe structure settings for the application-hosting setting. 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the 
client is to provision dispensation, storage, network, and other 
primary computing resources where the consumer is able to 
deploy and run random software, which can include in action 
system and application. The consumer does not direct or control 
the original cloud infrastructure but has control over operating 
systems, storage, and deployed application; and possibly limited 
control of select set-up workings (e.g., host firewalls). 

C. Deployment Models

1. Private Cloud
The cloud communications [1] is provisioned for exclusive use 
by a single group comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business 
units). It may be owned, manage, and operated by the organization, 
a third party, or some arrangement of them, and it may exist on 
or off location. 

2. Community Cloud
The cloud communications is provisioned for exclusive use by a 
specific community of consumers from organizations that have 
shared concern (e.g., mission, refuge requirements, policy, and 
compliance consideration). It may be owned, managed, and 
operated by one or more of the organizations in the neighbourhood, 
a third party, or some grouping of them, and it may exist on or 
off building [1].

3. Public Cloud
The cloud communications is provisioned for open use by the 
general public. It may be owned, manage, and operated by a 
business, academic, or management organization, or some mixture 
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of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud contributor.

4. Hybrid Cloud
The cloud communications is a composition of two or more distinct 
cloud infrastructures (private, community, or community) that 
remain unique entity, but are bound together by standardized or 
proprietary knowledge that enables data and application portability 
(e.g., cloud spastic for load balancing between clouds). 

II. Calendar
A calendar [2]is a system of organize days for social, religious, 
trade or managerial purposes. This is done by giving names 
to period of time, classically days, weeks, months, and years. 
A time is the account of a single, specific day within such a system. 
Periods in a calendar (such as years and months) are typically, 
though not of necessity, synchronized with the cycle of the sun or 
the moon. Many society and societies have devise a calendar, 
typically derived from other calendars on which they model their 
systems, suited to their difficult needs. A calendar is also a physical 
device (often daily). This is the most common usage of the word. 
Other alike types of calendars can include developed systems, 
which can be set to ring a bell the user of future events and actions 
[2].A calendar can also mean a list of proposed events, such as 
a square calendar.

III. History of Calendar
The version of calendars [2] spans several thousand years. In many 
early civilizations, calendar systems were urbanized. For example, 
in Sumer, the place of birth of the modern sexagesimal system, 
there were 12 months of 29 or 30 days each, much like the up to 
date Gregorian calendar. Mesoamerican..etc

IV. Traditional Calendar
Qixi fair (Chinese),[2]also known as the Qiqiao Festival (Chinese), 
is a Chinese festival that celebrate the annual meeting of the 
cowherd and weaver girl in Chinese legends It falls on the seventh 
day of the 7th month on the Chinese calendar. It is sometimes 
called the in Seventh carnival, the Chinese Valentine’s Day, or 
the Magpie Festival. This is an major festival, particularly for 
young girls.
The event originate from the loving legend of two lovers  jock 
and Jon, who be the weaver maid with the cowherd, in that order. 
The story of The Weaver young woman and the Cowherd has 
be celebrated in the Qixi event given that the Han DynastyTh.e 
earliest-known orientation to this celebrated fable dates reverse to 
over 2600 years ago, which was tell in a rhyme from the Classic 
of verse[2].
Cloud Calendar: Cloud Calendar [3] Win Web Online Calendar gives 
a business a shared online calendar to create business events and 
book actions online.

Fig. 1: Shows the Cloud Calendar

Advantages of online Cloud Calendar:
An online calendar [3] is one of the most useful tools a modern 
business can have. Whether a sole trader or a international 
company, it has something to add to the proficient running of 
your office.

Compare accessibility for meetings, manage attendance and • 
document sharing to attendees.
Keep track of employees. Particularly useful for employees • 
who work alone out on the road.
Get reminders and update forward to mobile phones for well-• 
organized declaration any where [3].
Win Web Online Calendar has multiple user access levels for • 
augmented security and elasticity. In a very short while you 
will not believe you and your small industry ever survive 
without it.

5. Work Flow of AOL Calendar
The workflow gives the step wise procedure of AOL calendar.
Fig (a): shows the homepage of AOL Calendar.
Fig (b): shows the signup of AOL calendar.
Fig(c): shows the sign in of AOL calendar.
Fig (d): shows the view of AOL mail Calendar.
Fig (e): shows the events and standard formats of AOL 
Calendar.
Fig (f): shows the monthly, weekand day view of the AOL 
Calendar.
Fig (g): shows the settings of AOL Calendar.
Fig (h): shows the select the time zone settings of AOL 
calendar.
Fig (I): shows the print AOL calendar.

VI. AOL Calendar
Stay controlled [4] and connected with what’s going on in your 
subsistence and the lives of your friends and relations with the 
facilitate of your AOL Calendar. use the AOL Calendar, you 
can:

Stay up-to-date with family and friends contribute to calendars • 
and manage schedules.
Make simpler event planning arrange and share events.• 
Receive mechanical reminders Stay on top of important • 
dates with reminders that can be sent to you anywhere on 
the Internet and on your cell phone.
Stay in complement your AOL calendar with your PDA and • 
Microsoft Outlook.

Access of AOL Calendar:
You can view your AOL Calendar use [4] a web browser or from 
side to side the AOL software.

To view your calendar, go to http://calendar.aol.com and sign in 
using your AOL Username and password
.(a). Aol Calendar: screen explosion [4] showing the Home Page 
of AOL Calendar

Fig (a): shows the homepage of AOL Calendar.
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(b).AOL Mail: Signup
The signup process is streamlined and bears the new AOL brand.

Fig (b): shows the signup of AOL calendar.
(c).Aol Calendar: Sign in
This screen shot is sign in to Access AOL Help Page

 Fig(c): shows the sign in of AOL calendar.
(d).Aol Mail: Today
You can [4] either go right to your inbox or view this 
Today page of current events when starting AOL Mail

Fig (d): shows the view of AOL mail Calendar.
(e).Aol Mail: Calendar
Aol Calendars are every [4] bit as accomplished as what you get 
with other webmail services. You can have several calendars, import 
standard formats, and maps are even fixed automatically.

Fig (e): shows the events and standard formats of AOL 
Calendar.

 (f).Aol Calendar using the Month, Week, and Day views
You can confirm dates in the past [4] or opportunity month-by-
month, week-by-week, or day-by-day; or you can jump directly 
to another month, week, or day.
To display the previous/next month, week, or day, in the upper 
left of the calendar, click the Month drop-down menu and then 
click Month, Week, or Day depending on the duration you want 
to display.

Fig (f): shows the monthly, week and day view of the AOL 
Calendar.

To move to earlier dates, click the left arrow next to the month at 
the top of the calendar. To go forward to future dates, click the right 
arrow [4]. Depending on the tab you select, the calendar changes 
to display the next month, the next week, or the next day.
(g).Set time zone and hours displayed in AOL Calendar
AOL Calendar allows [4] for the personalization of Time Zones 
and light of day Savings setting as well as the start and end of 
your day if you are maintenance a work calendar.
Time Zone ensures that events and appointment times match 
your local time. For U.S. members, light of day Saving Time 
adjustments are automatic. (Indiana inhabitants see Notes below)
[4].
Day Start and End determine the hours display on your 
calendar.
To set time zone and hours displayed:
1. In the higher [4] right of your AOL Calendar skylight, 
click Options and then click setting.

Fig (g): shows the settings of AOL Calendar.

2. on the [4] Calendar setting page, next to Time Zone click the 
drop-down arrow, and then     select your time region.

Fig (h): shows the select the time zone settings of AOL 
calendar.
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3. Next to Display, click the characteristic day is from and until drop-
down menu to open them, and then select the hours that you wish 
to exhibit.
4. When complete, click save setting.
 (h) .Print AOL Calendar
To print your calendar:
1. Select the view of the calendar (Month, Week, or Day) that 
you desire to issue [4].
2. At the top of the calendar, in the higher right, click 
the ACTION drop-down menu (the gear wheel icon) and then 
click Print.

Fig (i): shows the print AOL calendar.

3. You’ll see [4]a message that says “To print, select Print from 
this window’s File menu.” Click OK.
Note: If you’re by a Mac, [4] you’ll find the print choice on 
your web browser  below  File  at the very top. If you’re using a 
Windows PC, you’ll find your web browsers Print option located 
in the upper right of your browser window (IE, Chrome) or in the 
greater left (Fire Fox)

VII. Main Objectives of AOL Calendars
Create an occasion and edit an occasion.• 
As with challenging calendars,[5] AOL Calendar lets you • 
share calendars with official users only
AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) service for both instant • 
messaging and email.
Share our calendars with [5] public or private.• 
Add position to the occasion, we find the location as we • 
mentioned in the event  we find directly my using Google  
maps, it can provide a link with the Google maps[5].

VIII. Suggestions
In that other Calendars, the Aol Calendar Automatic session • 
will expire.
Provide SMS service for every event that is created.• 
If once An event is updated it must be remained every year • 
same day.
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